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Abstract. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in smart data-driven safety management systems comparing to the
traditional ones. The demand for such an upgrade comes from the frequent changes in our daily life and technological innovation
which introduce new causes and factors of accidents, but also from the ever more complex safety solutions that attempt to match
the complexity of our world today. The increasing amount and heterogeneity of safety-related data introduces new demands for
their proper knowledge management to enable detection of safety-related problems and predicting them. In this paper, we discuss
the ontological foundations of the key safety engineering concepts - hazard and risk, as used by one of the newest safety models -
STAMP. We consider their representation in safety systems, specifically in the domain of aviation safety. As a result, we propose
a STAMP hazard risk ontology that could help in analyzing accidents and modeling control loop failures according to STAMP.
For evaluation, we tested our ontology on realistic examples in the aviation safety domain as a use-case.

Keywords: Aviation Safety, Hazards, Ontology, Risk, Safety Engineering, STAMP

1. Introduction

With the advent of modern civilization, there has
been a growing interest in building safer systems.
High-risk industries and academic initiatives have
been pushing the boundaries of how to view safety
and how to improve upon existing solutions. Differ-
ent safety models and safety analysis methods were
proposed over the years [1]. In this regard, we live in
an era of systemic models and safety methods that at-
tempt to take the system-level point of view when ex-
plaining the etiology of safety, i.e. avoiding explana-
tion of causality only with respect to separate com-
ponent failures. As a result, these models and meth-
ods account for phenomena such as emergence, com-
plexity and component interaction accidents that are
typical for the modern world. This is especially im-
portant for safety in modern socio-technical systems,

*Corresponding author. E-mail: jana.ahmad@fel.cvut.cz.

where the interplay of humans, machines and software
matters [2], and where older models and methods are
considered inadequate to deal with safety issues [3].

The two most recent systemic causation models
and safety methods are the System-Theoretic Acci-
dent Model and Processes (STAMP) [4] and the Func-
tional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) [5]. Both
decompose systems into specific elementary compo-
nents. STAMP models components as feedback con-
trol loops which allow classifying objects into three
main categories, namely controllers, sensors and ac-
tuators (key parts of a feedback control loop). On the
other hand, FRAM models components as functions
avoiding descriptions of objects by design.

Both STAMP and FRAM have been validated by
other research [6–13]. These efforts are typically ori-
ented to ad-hoc analyses in a real-world setup. Also,
some software prototypes supporting modeling with
STAMP [14–16] and FRAM [17] have been proposed.
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Even though both causation models are intelligible
and clear when used in simple applications, this ceases
to be true for real-industry applications, as indicated by
the ad-hoc analyses mentioned, where their usage can
be complex and hard to manage. Furthermore, in order
to create STAMP/FRAM models, one needs extensive
amount of data [18] and significant expertise in both
safety and the application domain [19]. Thus, the prac-
tical usefulness of STAMP and FRAM in large-scale
industrial setups is still an open issue [8].

One of the key obstacles of adopting these models
in the industry is the lack of their formalization. Usage
of the same term in different concepts as well as differ-
ent terms for the same concept are example manifesta-
tions of this limitation. In this paper, we address these
issues by ontological analysis to check whether this
type of analysis can improve and help with the usage
of modern safety models and methods in real scale ap-
plications. Due to practical reasons, we selected only
STAMP in this work and focused on the key concepts
in safety: hazard and risk, as they are used in STAMP.
We also consider the System-Theoretic Process Anal-
ysis (STPA) [20] method based on the STAMP model,
that is intended for the use case of hazards analysis.

Our contribution includes two ontology modules:
the STAMP Hazard and Risk Ontology (SHRO) pre-
sented in Section 4 and the STAMP Control Loop Haz-
ard Profile (SCLHP) presented in Section 7. SHRO de-
scribes the concepts Hazard and Risk as understood in
traditional safety as well as in STAMP, and it is aligned
with a novel reference ontology – the Common Ontol-
ogy of Value and Risk [21]. The SCLHP formalizes
common hazards associated with control loops pro-
posed by the STAMP model. Additionally, we validate
the Common Ontology of Value and Risk with indus-
try use-cases. We adopt the Systematic Approach for
Building Ontology (SABiO) [22] to develop the pro-
posed ontology modules. The ontologies designed in
this paper can be found online1.

To validate our approach and results, we take the
perspective of the aviation industry and its safety man-
agement. This work has been done within a research
project in tight cooperation with two Czech aviation
industry companies – Prague Airport and Czech Air-
lines Technics which trialed STAMP and STPA in their
operations. Direct involvement of the two companies
helped in assessing the usability and practical applica-

1http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/stamp-hazard-profile

bility of the proposed solutions. Industry experts also
directly participated in the research activities.

The remainder of this papers is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2, we detail STAMP, ontology engi-
neering methodology, Foundational ontology and the
Common Ontology of Value and Risk on which our
work is based. Section 3 describes the ontology pur-
pose identification and requirements elicitation. Sec-
tion 4 shows the developed STAMP Hazard and Risk
Ontology (SHRO). Section 6 describes the probabilis-
tic risk assessment. Section 7 models the STAMP haz-
ards modules according to our reference ontology. An-
alyzing hazard ontology in term of foundational ontol-
ogy is in section 5. Section 8 shows the ontology val-
idation and section 9 adds more details on the related
work. Finally, section 10 concludes the paper.

2. Background

This section provides fundamentals for our research.
It deals both with safety and ontology engineering;
provides definition of key concepts and industry exam-
ple.

2.1. STAMP: Hazards and Risks

The concepts of Hazard and Risk serve successfully
for a couple of decades (since the invention of HAZOP
methodology [23]) the very core of industrial safety
management and are often part of industry standards
(e.g. in aviation see [24]). HAZOP was one of the first
methods actively using the concept of Hazard for the
purpose of safety management. In the method, hazards
were considered as deviations from normal procedures
and the provided guide words (e.g. more, less, early,
late etc.) assisted analysts with their identification us-
ing analyzed system description. The concept of Risk
was used to prioritize identified hazards, by estimating
the probability and severity of potential hazard conse-
quences.

The new theory of STAMP provides updated method
for hazard identification, namely the STPA. The method
is not completely new as it builds upon the corner-
stones of HAZOP, adopting some parts of the hazard
and risk conceptualization. However, it provides addi-
tional steps and guidance (conceptualization) on how
hazards can be identified and treated, in line with the
perspective of feedback control theory [25]. In fact,
STAMP claims the ability to identify more hazards
than it is possible with HAZOP and other older mod-

http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/stamp-hazard-profile
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els and methods, with improved support for risk esti-
mation [26, 27]. On the other hand, the shortcomings
of STAMP mentioned in the previous section hold for
STPA as well. Furthermore, current industrial safety
management using hazards and risks as in HAZOP or
other older safety models and methods is close to its
limits, as there are already indications of the inability
to progress any further on the safety of current opera-
tions [28]. Therefore, it is desirable to solve the con-
ceptual issues of STAMP, as of other systemic mod-
els and methods (such as FRAM) to allow for further
progress.

As already mentioned, STAMP is a safety causa-
tion model that sees the problem of safety as a feed-
back control problem. With respect to this, the theory
of STAMP specifies generic control loop issues and
their relations that can be mapped onto a specific sys-
tem (particular network of control loops) and used to
derive specific hazards or support accident/incident in-
vestigation. A generic control loop with classification
of feedback-control problems is depicted in Fig. 1.

To allow the mapping of generic control problems
from Fig. 1, accurate system description is needed ac-
cording to the feedback control theory. This implies
drawing complete set of control loops of the system (or
its part under consideration) with their relationships
and so establishing specific control loop network to be
aligned with the proposed classification. Here, STAMP
separates data from their interpretation; instead of en-
couraging merely descriptive statistics (mean, stan-
dard deviation, trend etc.) of the classified data, the
model suggests to consider the control loop network to
explain safety occurrences and to propose and target
measures for system safety improvement.

As already mentioned, the theory is not completely
new, but builds upon the heritage of Rasmussen [30],
Perrow [31] and other successful practices in safety
(including HAZOP). This is clear from how the theory
of STAMP defines hazard [32]:

Definition 1. A system state or a set of conditions that,
together with a particular set of worst-case environ-
mental conditions, will lead to an accident (loss).

As an example, the adopted definition of hazard in
civil aviation (by International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation) is “A condition or an object with the potential
to cause or contribute to an aircraft accident.” [24]
It is clear that the theory of STAMP updates conven-
tional definitions of hazard to include the system per-
spective (system state), but it did not reinvent the con-

cept. Similar situation regards risk, which is defined by
STAMP [32] as:

Definition 2. A function of the hazard level combined
with (1) the likelihood of the hazard leading to an ac-
cident and (2) hazard exposure or duration.

To complete the definition, it is important to specify
what is a hazard level in STAMP [32]:

Definition 3. A function of the hazard severity (worst
case damage that could result from the hazard given
the environment in its most unfavorable state) and the
likelihood (qualitative or quantitative) of its occur-
rence.

The difference is that hazard level regards the like-
lihood of hazard occurrence, whereas risk regards the
likelihood of the possible accident. This definition con-
forms to what is usually regarded as risk in different
industries and does not introduce new notions (con-
cepts).

To demonstrate the meaning of the concepts hazard
and risk and their relation as used in the updated def-
inition by STAMP (Definition 1 and 2), consider the
following example:

Example 1. A bird strike is type of accident (loss) in
which a bird collides with an aircraft. Let’s consider
a specific bird strike accidentally. The cause/factor of
that accident is the presence of a flock of birds near
an airport runway or landing/departure routes. In our
example, a bird collided with aircraft fuselage during
landing, which requires minor repair after landing.

Based on the example 1, we can say that birds flying
near an active runway is a hazard, and the bird strike
is a loss event. This hazard enables the risk of the oc-
currence of a bird strike event, as without birds near
flying aircraft there cannot be a bird strike. In terms
of STAMP, this is a system state as the system (con-
trol loop network) is airport operations. Part of the air-
port operations is wildlife control that aims to control
the presence of birds near active runways. The sys-
tem does its best to avoid such states because they can
cause the accident. On the other hand, the accident is
never certain, even in case of the hazard presence, thus
we need to talk about associated likelihood of the ac-
cident. This is where the concept of risk is needed -
to specify how likely some type of accident (e.g. bird
strike with single or dual engine failure, or bird strike
with fuselage damage etc.) is under particular condi-
tions and with particular hazard. In context of exam-
ple 1, it is necessary to monitor how often flock of bird
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missing feedback
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wrong or missing
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Fig. 1. Generic control loop with issues classification as per STAMP (adapted from [29])

is causing this type of bird strike to estimate the asso-
ciated risk with the hazard.

Note, however, that hazards and risks are not asso-
ciated with a specific event, but rather a pattern. They
represent empirical knowledge used to predict the like-
lihood and the level of loss (severity) given a specific
situation arises. This knowledge is normally extracted
from concrete events (e.g. investigation into actual or
hypothetical accident or incident). In this context, haz-
ards are used to specify conditions and situations that
can cause the accident, whereas risk is always esti-
mated with respect to the potential losses (accidents).

To disambiguate the use of similar terms, note that
sometimes there is the term contributory factor (or just
a factor) used in safety analyses. This term can be in-
terchangeably used with cause or hazard.

Last to mention is that STAMP theory supports mul-
tiple use cases (designing a system, operations, inves-
tigation etc.), each with specific perspectives, but we
will not focus on these as they fall outside the scope of
this paper.

2.2. Ontology and Ontology Engineering
Methodology

The term ontology (in other words the study of ex-
istence) originates in philosophy. In computer science,
there are several definitions of what an ontology is. We
adopt the definition found in [33] – “An ontology is a

formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptual-
ization”.

Ontology engineering is a complex process. There
are many methodologies found in the literature, e.g.,
the agile methodology RapidOWL [34] and Methon-
tology [35]. In this work, we are using SABiO [22]
which understands ontology engineering as a five-
steps process:

1. Purpose Identification and Requirements Elicita-
tion,

2. Ontology Capture and Formalization,
3. Design,
4. Implementation and
5. Testing.

The first two steps build a domain-reference ontology
which captures key knowledge of the domain. The next
two steps focus on the design and implementation of
a domain-operational ontology into a formal machine-
readable representation of the domain-reference on-
tology developed in the first two steps. The domain-
operational ontology is designed to be used in software
solutions. Finally, the last step evaluates the ontology
w.r.t. to functional requirements defined in the first step
or throughout the engineering process.

Furthermore, SABiO specifies five support activi-
ties which are parallel to the process described above.
A short description of the these support activities is
shown below:
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Knowledge Acquisition in terms of interviews with
domain experts, literature analysis,

Documentation of the engineering process, and
Configuration Management control of the artifacts

such as source code produced by the individual
phases, e.g. least change control and versioning,

Evaluation of intermediary artifacts
Reuse of existing ontologies/conceptualizations,

More information about SABiO methodology can be
found in [22].

The engineering efforts were achieved by a team
consisting of two ontology engineers, two domain ex-
perts and two potential ontology users. The ontol-
ogy engineers and the domain experts have experi-
ence [36, 37] with building ontologies grounded in
the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [38]. Ontol-
ogy users are represented by safety management de-
partments of the two commercial partners participating
in the research, i.e. Prague Airport and Czech Airline
Technics.

The following subsections describe the foundational
and reference ontologies used in this work.

2.3. Ontological Foundations

This section details the ontology engineering used
in this work, i.e., the unified foundational (UFO) ontol-
ogy in order to reuse the Common Ontology of Value
and Risk.

2.3.1. Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO)
UFO is a top-level foundational ontology that has

been developed based on a number of theories from
Formal Ontology, Philosophical Logic, Philosophy
of Language, Linguistics and Cognitive Psychology
[39]. Its main fundamental concepts for this work
are sketched in the UML class diagram in Fig. 2.
UFO describes endurants that are static objects (UFO-
A) [38], perdurants/events (UFO-B) [40] and social
agents (UFO-C) built on the top of UFO-A and UFO-
B [41]. UFO splits entities into endurants and perdu-
rants which are both individuals, i.e. entities that ex-
ist in reality and possess an identity that is unique
(Endurant v Individual) (Perdurant v Individual)2. En-
durants can be observed as complete concepts in a
given time snapshot, and they can be any object (e.g.
an agent, aircraft) (Object v Endurant), or its tropes
or moments, i.e., the object’s properties (e.g. speed,

2We reuse Description Logic formalization of basic UFO con-
cepts introduced in [42]

location, colors, etc.) (Moment v Endurant), that ex-
ist as long as an object they inhere in exists (Moment
v (= 1 inheresIn·Object)) and situations (Situation v
Perdurant).

Perdurants only partially exist in a given time snap-
shot. They involve events (Event v Perdurant) and ob-
ject snapshots (ObjectSnapshot v Perdurant).

Events can be either atomic or complex (Event v
(AtomicEvent t ComplexEvent)), they occur in time
and have participants ( Event v (≥ 1 hasParticipant ·
Object)) and complex events have parts (∃ hasEvent-
Part · > v ComplexEvent) [40]. An event occurs in a
certain situation at a certain point in time, and trans-
forms it to another situation, they may change reality
by changing the state of affairs from one (pre-state) sit-
uation to a (post-state) situation [43]. ObjectSnapshot
is an immutable state description of an object within a
situation. Situation is a snapshot of object states valid
in the given temporal range.

Moreover, UFO defines Dispositions which are In-
trinsic Moments (IntrinsicMoments v Moment), i.e.
existentially dependent entities that are realizable
through the occurrence of an Event, in other word, dis-
positions are some properties, abilities or disabilities
of independent objects that are realizable when a cer-
tain event occurs, e.g., the disposition of your heart to
pump blood (DispositionsvMoment) [44]. Thus, UFO
considers dispositions as properties that are only man-
ifested in particular situations or the occurrence of cer-
tain triggering events, and that can also fail to be man-
ifested (Dispositions v (= 1 isManifestedBy·Event)).
Dispositions inhere in particular objects (Dispositions
v (= 1 inheresIn·Object)). For example, security flaw
in an information system is manifested by the event of
stealing sensitive data that result in non-safe situation.

Additionally, UFO introduces the notion of agents
(Agent v Substational), i.e. proactive objects with an
intention, the propositional content of intention is a
Goal. Intentions cause the agent to perform actions (∃
performs · > v Object) [45]. Finally, UFO also de-
fines services [46], and powertypes, i.e. universal types
whose instances are individuals in the subject domain
[47, 48].

For supporting the activity of conceptual modeling
to create ontology-driven conceptual models and do-
main ontology in a variety of existing UML tools,
the OntoUML language has been designed to address
a number of deficiencies in UML from a conceptual
modeling standpoint [39]. It introduces metaclasses or
stereotypes that correspond to ontological distinctions
put forth by UFO. A kind provides a principle of appli-
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Fig. 2. Main concepts of UFO

cation and a principle of identity for its instances (e.g.
person). A kind concept has subtypes that are also rigid
types known as subkinds (e.g. man). A relator (e.g. en-
tities with the power of connecting other entities) is
a rigid concept which existentially depends on the in-
stances. It connects through mediation relation which
is a type of existential dependence relation (a form of
nonfunctional inherence) between a relator and the en-
tities it connects. Also, UFO defines anti-rigid con-
cepts, such as role which is a construct used to rep-
resent anti-rigid specializations of identity providers
(e.g. kind), applying contingently to its instances (e.g.
student). Phase is an anti-rigid concept that it is de-
fined by a partition of a kind and whose contingent in-
stantiation condition is related to intrinsic changes of
an instance of that kind (e.g. a child).

UFO representation language: UFO-A is expressed
in a quantified modal logic (QML) that allows the ex-
pression of the alethic modalities of truth (viz., neces-
sity and contingency), and UFO-B is defined in first-
order logic (FOL) with the Method of Temporal Ar-
guments (MTA) [49]. It is used in domains such as
Geology, Biodiversity Management, Petroleum Reser-
voir Modeling, Disaster Management, Datawarehous-
ing, Telecommunications, Logistics, and among many
others [50]

We selected UFO for this work because of (i) our ex-
perience with using UFO in various conceptual model-
based domains [36, 37], (ii) UFO is addressing many
essential aspects for conceptual modeling, which have
not received sufficiently detailed attention in other

foundational ontologies [38], (iii) the availability of
its formal translation to OWL [51] and (iv) the avail-
ability of OntoUML, an ontology modeling language
that could be used to create ontology-driven concep-
tual models and domain ontology in a variety of exist-
ing UML tools. OntoUML aims to design a language
for structural conceptual modeling [38].

2.3.2. The Common Ontology of Value and Risk
In the Common Ontology of Value and Risk [21],

the authors have presented an ontological analysis of
risk which clarifies the connections between the con-
cepts of value and risk. The ontology is based on
the analysis of several risk assessment methodologies,
used by different industries and domains. The ontology
is grounded with the Unified Foundational Ontology
(UFO) [39] and as such provides for the most recent
and complete conceptualization of risk. The ontology
discusses three different perspectives of risk: (i) the re-
lational perspective that describes risk as the relation-
ship of ascribing risk, which the authors classified as
Risk Assessment; (ii) the experiential perspective that
considers risk as a chain of events that impacts on an
agent’s goals or intentions, which the authors labelled
as Risk Experience, e.g., having your phone stolen,
which puts one in a a phone-less situation, which in
turn hurts one’s goals of contacting people; (iii) and the
quantitative perspective that describes risk as a quan-
titative notion which they labelled as Risk, i.e., it de-
scribes the risk by means of the Risk qualities inhering
in Risk Assessment relationship. For example, severity
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is a quality of the risk and its values lie on a predefined
scale. An example of the severity scale is a simple dis-
crete scale like <Low,Medium,High> or a continuous
scale (e.g. from 0.0 to 100.0 ).

Furthermore, because the ontology aims to discuss
the connections between risk and value, the authors
presented an ontological analysis of using value which
is standing for various meanings in different fields.
Here, the value of a thing emerges from how well its
affordances match the goals/needs of a given agent in
a given context. For example, Jana’s umbrella is valu-
able to her when it is raining, but in sunny weather, the
umbrella is not valuable for Jana. The [21] discussed
an ontological analysis of value by (i) discussing the
impact of likelihood of events, (ii) describing value as
experience, its structure and the objects that participate
in this experience, and (iii) clarifying the role of dispo-
sitions in value creation.

From the previous different perspectives on risk and
value, the authors propose the Common Ontology of
Value and Risk, formalized in OntoUML [39].

Limitations of the Common Ontology of Value and Risk
The current version of the Common Ontology of Value
and Risk, however, does not completely describe the
domain of risk management as it lacks safety-related
concepts such as mitigation and control strategies.

To exemplify the limitation of the Common Ontol-
ogy of Value and Risk and the focus of our ontology
work, we can use the concept of hazard as used in the
aviation industry. The example of hazard are two air-
craft in the air too close each other (also known as sep-
aration minima infringement). This situation implies
that the requirement (constraint) for minimum aircraft
separation was not enforced, or in other words violated
by the hazard. This situation cannot be represented by
the Common Ontology of Value and Risk.

In this paper, based on risk and value ontology and
with respect to the principles of Unified Foundational
Ontology, we present STAMP hazard and risk ontol-
ogy which analyzes risks and hazardous states con-
tributing to loss events, i.e. unsafe events such as acci-
dents or incidents in the safety domain in accordance
with STAMP. From this work, we aim to describe the
domain of risk management and assessment to help in
solving the safety related issues described in the Intro-
duction by providing a formalization for safety mod-
els because one of the key obstacles of adopting safety
models in the industry is the lack of their formaliza-
tion.

3. Ontology Purpose Identification and
Requirements Elicitation

3.1. Purpose Identification

Based on the knowledge acquisition activity docu-
mented in Section 2.2, we formulate the purpose of
the ontology and draw representational requirements
in the form of competency questions that a particu-
lar community of users thinks the ontology under de-
velopment should answer and non-functional require-
ments.

The purpose of the ontology is to allow for the repre-
sentation of knowledge gained through a hazard anal-
ysis such as STPA. This knowledge is captured by
the risk/hazard model which describes causality be-
tween future events (w.r.t. to a point in time) as well
as their severity and likelihood. We recognize the ex-
istence of a similar causal model that describes histor-
ical events, referred to as the historical causal model
in this paper. In contrast to the risk/hazard model, this
model describes how events happened, what caused
them and what was the loss associated with them, e.g.
the friendly fire accident in Example 3.1.1.

Furthermore, there is a subtle connection between
the two models. Instances of the historical model con-
tribute to the formation of a risk/hazard model. For ex-
ample, documented occurrences of incidents and ac-
cidents are summarized using statistical methods to
asses the likelihood of causal links and the risk (i.e.
the potential loss) of future events. Similarly, experts
assess future events based on their experience.

Based on the discussion above we define:

Definition 4. The purpose of the ontology is to repre-
sent knowledge of the STPA (hazard analysis) process.
This knowledge is characterized by two main models,
historical causal model and risk/hazard model.

To exemplify the rest of the discussion, we introduce
an industry example for the application of the STPA
methodology.

3.1.1. Industry example
Due to confidentiality restrictions, this section does

not provide a real-world industry example from the en-
vironment of Prague Airport or Czech Airlines Tech-
nics, where this project was executed. We decided to
exemplify our approach using an industry example
provided directly by the author of STAMP [4], from
the domain of military aviation, namely the friendly
fire accident from April 15, 1994 that occurred in Iraq.
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On that day, two U.S. Air Force interceptors patrolled
an area and mistakenly shot down two U.S. Army he-
licopters carrying 26 people, who all died in the acci-
dent.

Detailed investigation using STAMP principles is
demonstrated directly by the author of STAMP. For the
sake of practicality, we take only the last three minutes
of the accident, as follows:

– Time 0728: Lead interceptor pilot has visual con-
tact with unidentified helicopter at 5 nautical
miles.

– Time 0728: Lead interceptor pilot conducts iden-
tification pass and asks his wingman, using phrase-
ology, whether he sees two enemy (Iraqi) heli-
copters.

– Time 0728: Wingman interceptor pilot confirms
seeing two helicopters.

– Time 0729: Lead interceptor pilot instructs his
wingman to disarm missiles, reports to the con-
trollers of the operation (supervising flights in the
area) that he engaged the targets.

– Time 0730: Interceptors fire at helicopters, they
are hit by missiles.

The safety control structure involved in the last min-
utes is depicted in Fig. 3. Each of the figure elements
consists of a separate control loop, where the simpli-
fied control structure (Mission control and authority)
involves complex network of various control loops.
Considering the definition of hazard from previous
section, the system states and conditions can be de-
rived from all involved control loops in the control
structure as well as from the relations among them.
With regard to the last minutes of the accident men-
tioned above, the example of hazard is the early con-
trol action of the lead interceptor pilot who, being ap-
parently in a rush, did not check thoroughly that his
wingman in time 0728 actually did not confirm seeing
two enemy helicopters but only two helicopters. Note
that in Fig. 3 control-feedback relations are only hier-
archical; there are no vertical interactions, since the the
coordination between the interceptors and helicopters
was only indirect, through the Mission control and au-
thority

3.2. Requirement Elicitation

Designing and implementing an ontology impose
several implicit non-functional requirements. The on-
tology should:

– R1: ontology concepts should be grounded in
STAMP literature

– R2: each concept should be documented
– R3: the ontology should be grounded in a top level

ontology
– R4: the ontology should be modularized to sup-

port reusability
– R5: the ontology should be formalized in the

OWL 2 language

To achieve requirement R1, we extract concepts
from STAMP literature [27]. Requirement R1 is imple-
mented in Section 3.4 where we extract terms based
on the summary of STAMP theory provided in Sec-
tion 2.2. The term extraction was verified by do-
main experts. To comply with R2, the extracted term
should be annotated with a label, description and ex-
amples which will allow to narrow down its interpre-
tation. Evidence for compliance with requirement R2
can be found in the published ontology. Requirement
R3 forces us to define ontological terms into a well-
founded conceptual framework, and it should reduce
conceptual interoperability problems compared to a
design without a foundational ontology [38]. For R3
we choose to ground our ontology into the well es-
tablished Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO). Sec-
tions 4 and 5 focus on this requirement. In order to sup-
port reusability we require the ontology to be modular-
ized (R4, see section 3.3. Finally, to meet R5, our on-
tology should be made available into the Web Ontol-
ogy Language (OWL). Sections 2.3.1 and 4 focus on
the formalization of the ontology in OWL. Evidence
for this requirement can be found in the published on-
tology on-line.

Next we define the representational requirements of
the ontology in terms of competency questions (CQs),
which were derived from related STAMP literature [4,
53], by interviews with domain experts and ontology
users. The competency questions can be :

Fig. 3. Control of interceptors (fighters) and helicopters in the exam-
ple mission (adapted from [52])
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Fig. 4. STAMP modules. (Legend: orange - modules discussed in
this work; yellow - other STAMP modules; white - reused ontolo-
gies.)

– CQ1: What is an accident?
– CQ2: What are the hazards in the [controlled sys-

tem]?
– CQ3: How does risk accumulate in the context of

a hazard?
– CQ4: What are the hazards of a given [accident]?
– CQ5: What is the STAMP failure classification?
– CQ6: Where is the potential for inadequate con-

trol actions (possible control flaws)?
– CQ7: Where can be identified responsibility for

specific risks?
– CQ8: Which objects participate in a specific oc-

currence?

In the ontology validation section 8, we answered these
questions by applying them on our running industry
example 3.1.1.

3.3. Ontology Modularization

To facilitate re-usability and interoperability with
other ontologies, we split the ontology into three
main modules, namely the STAMP Control Structure
STAMP Hazard and Risk and the STAMP Control Issue
Profile ontology modules.

In order to fulfill requirement R4, we need to exam-
ine the relation of the conceptualization designed here
with the remaining conceptualization of the STAMP
theory.

Table 1
Terms referring to concepts and relations capturing the purpose of
the SHRO ontology.

term

Accident
Factor
causes
contributes to
violates
Risk
Hazard
severity
likelihood
directly cause
mitigates
occurrence

3.4. Modeling

With the help of experts and ontology users, we
identify key terms in the example and the STAMP
literature. The fragment of the STAMP terminology
dealing with hazards and risks can be divided into
two modules, the STAMP Hazard and Risk Ontology
(SHRO) and the STAMP Control Loop Hazard Profile
(SCLHP). The terms related to the SHRO ontology are
shown in Tab. 3.4 and for SCLHP are shown in Fig. 1.

4. STAMP Hazard and Risk Ontology (SHRO)

We designed SHRO to describe safety issues and in-
crease the awareness of safety models and methods in
the industry, focusing on the STAMP accident model,
we tested this ontology in the domain of aviation, but it
is not limited to the aviation industry. Our strategy is to
analyze STAMP-based safety events that lead to inci-
dents or accidents and explain STAMP-based hazards,
that contribute to safety events. Such approach ensures
re-usability of the ontology for other high-risk indus-
tries. The ontological foundational model of SHRO is
presented in Fig. 5. The concepts are assigned colors
as follows: yellow - concepts native to SHRO; blue -
concepts reused from the Common Ontology of Value
and Risk; white - UFO concepts reuse and light blue
for SHRO relations.

When a loss event happened, it may involve human
death or harm and other major occurrences, including
system or equipment damage, and information losses.
Thus, there are different physical or social objects par-
ticipating in the occurrence of hazard. In SHRO, we
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Fig. 5. Main concepts of SHRO grounded in the Common Ontology of Value and Risk and UFO

adopt three object roles that participate in a risk event,
defined in the Common Ontology of Value and Risk:

Threat Object is a person or another object which
poses danger to an asset (via threat event, e.g.,
attacks) , i.e. the objects participating in a threat
event. An example of a Threat Object is a hacker
of safety information.

Object at Risk is an object, which is exposed to po-
tential damage. Objects at risk are constituted
around traits such as loss, vulnerability, and need
for protection, e.g. a person in an accident. There-
fore, they deserve attention and care. For ex-
ample, information should be protected from a
hacker attack.

Risk Enabler is an object which is mainly responsible
for risk event or accident to happen. It has inher-
ent hazards in the sense that it refers to something
that is identified as dangerous, e.g. the controller
in STAMP model.

Axiom A1 captures this notion. A2 explains that, in
our ontology: a risk event is manifestation of a haz-
ard which is a disposition. According the theory of
STAMP, see definition 1, hazard is a state or set of con-
ditions which lead to a loss event. From a foundational

ontology perspective, there are threatening situations
which activate the disposition (Hazard) of an object to
do a risk event. Thus, we consider Hazard as a disposi-
tion that inheres in a Risk Enabler object A3. Enabler
object is the object that is responsible for the loss and
participates in this loss or risk event, see axiom A4.

RiskEvent v ((≥ 1 hasParticipant ·RiskEnabler)

t (≥ 1 hasParticipant ·ObjectatRisk)

t (≥ 1 hasParticipant ·ThreatObject))

(A1)

RiskEvent v ((≥ 1 isManifestationOf ·Hazard))

(A2)

(A3)Hazard v ( = 1 inheresIn · RiskEnabler))

RiskEnabler v (≥ 1 participatesIn ·RiskEvent)

(A4)
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As in the Common Ontology of Value and Risk,
each loss and threat event is manifestation of some
hazards that cause or lead to these events, i.e. acci-
dent’s cause can be described, using STAMP, by iden-
tifying relevant safety constraints, that were violated
by hazards. The example could be two aircraft violat-
ing minimum separation requirements [4]. However,
there are situations in which the there is no violation of
a constraint. One example is when there is an accident
that the safety control structure was not designed to
handle, thus no relevant safety constraints were speci-
fied in advance. Axiom A5 ensures that occurrence of
any loss event is considered a constraint.

LossEvent v ∃eventToAvoid− · AvoidEventConstraint

(A5)

According to STAMP theory, a proper analysis and
understanding of these hazards can resolve major part
of safety issues and significantly reduce risk in every-
day operations. In axiom A6, when a risk event hap-
pened, then it is a manifestation of a hazard, and this
hazard doesn’t respect the safety constraints but vio-
lates them and that what axiom A7 defines.

(A6)
RiskEvent v ( ≥ 1 isManifestationOf·Hazard)

(A7)Hazard v (≥ 1 violates·Constraint)

Furthermore, losses result from component failures
as shown in Fig. 1, e.g. disturbances external to the sys-
tem, interactions among system components, and be-
havior of individual system components. That leads to
hazardous system states, which are denoted in Fig. 5
as STAMP Hazards (STAMP Failures). The exam-
ple of hazards includes medical mistakes which are
manifested by death of patients, where the loss event
is caused by medical mistake hazard. Consequently,
STAMP hazard and risk ontology must obey axiom A8
that hazard is manifested by risk event if and only if
this hazard contributes to the risk event.

isManifestedBy.RiskEvent ≡ contributesTo.RiskEvent

(A8)

As can be seen from Fig. 5, our ontology is mainly
based on the Common Ontology of Value and Risk.
It incorporates several terms that we explained before

such as Risk Event, Loss Event, Threat Event, Ob-
ject at Risk, Threat Object and Risk Enabler. How-
ever, there are many differences that need to be ex-
plained. SHRO aims to describe how hazardous states
by violating the Safety Constraints contribute to loss
event in the safety domain regarding specific accident
model - the STAMP. Common Ontology of Value and
Risk lacks safety-related concepts such as Hazards,
Occurrence, violates, mitigates and Safety Constraints.
Moreover, the Common Ontology of Value and Risk
aims to explain the relations between value and risk,
and how the Vulnerability could be considered as a pos-
itive and negative value in the same time according to
the object’s role that we discussed early in this sec-
tion [21]. Since SHRO cares about safety issues, es-
pecially STAMP Hazards, it describes Hazard concept
as unsafe concept. From our perspective, Vulnerability
concept means that there are some weak points or fea-
tures inhere in some object that are manifested by un-
wanted events. But Hazard is a safety related concept
that is manifested by Occurrences of losses which are
safety events. Moreover, SHRO defines Safety Con-
straint concept that refers to acceptable ways the safety
system has to follow to achieve its mission goals. How-
ever, in this paper, we don’t describe this concept in
detail, we only need the term Safety Constraint to fully
describe hazards because they violate the Safety Con-
straint, and this violation causes a risk event in safety
systems.

5. Analyzing STAMP Hazard and Risk in term of
UFO

Building safer systems requires putting emphasis on
system hazards and eliminating or reducing their oc-
currence. Therefore, the Occurrence or Accident is a
safety term that refers to the loss event that is caused
by system hazards. Accident is a risk event, i.e. a per-
durant having endurants as its participants. Axiom A2
holds this notion. In UFO, an event occurs in a cer-
tain situation at a certain point in time and transforms
it to another situation. In SHRO model, we refer to
the situation that triggers the event as a Threatening
Situation and to the final situation as Resulting Situa-
tion. The example of a type of occurrence that may oc-
cur in STAMP model-based safety system is two air-
craft collision due to the lack of coordination between
the airborne TCAS (collision avoidance) system and
the ground air traffic controller, each is giving differ-
ent and conflicting advisories on how to avoid a col-
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Fig. 6. Hazard Diagram

lision. Another example is an Accident where one or
several components failed, leading to a system failure.
The last example could be crash accident due to co-
ordination problems in the control of boundary areas
[4]. In these three examples, regarding UFO principles,
each of them are events that have starting and ending
time.

Hence, UFO Events existentially depend on the ob-
jects that participate in them and an event is a mani-
festation of a disposition of an object, then a risk event
occurs due to the dispositions of its participants, which
are in STAMP model the Hazards (i.e. the disposi-
tions). Therefore, we consider Hazard as dispositions
in SHRO conceptual model as in figure 6 . In UFO, dis-
positions are defined as properties that inhere in partic-
ular objects and are only manifested in particular sit-
uations of the occurrence of certain triggering events,
and that can also fail to be manifested [44]. When man-
ifested, they are manifested through the occurrence of
resulting events and state changes. When dispositions
enable undesired events, they are referred to as vulner-
abilities or here in our model as hazards (Axiom A8
holds this notion). For example, the flaws in process
creation in a safety system is manifested in system fail-
ure.

Accident causal analysis based on STAMP starts
with identifying the safety constraints which are the
requirements that the system should respect to achieve
safety goals. Alternative: According to STAMP, when
safety constraints are violated the system enters a haz-
ardous state. UFO-C [41] defines requirement as an In-
tention and Goal, which is the propositional content of
an Intention that inheres in an Agent. However, there
is no obvious definition of constraints in UFO. We de-

fine safety constraints as part of system requirements
that must be enforced to prevent hazard’s occurrences
[20]. Axiom A6 explains this argument that having a
hazard’s occurrence means that, a safety constrain is
violated by this hazard. Therefore, in our model Con-
straint is a specialization of Requirement. For exam-
ple, the safety-related design constraint might be “ob-
structions in the path of a closing door must be de-
tected and the door closing motion reversed” [54]. And
the system safety requirement or constraint is that “the
temperature in the reactor must always remain below a
particular level” [55].

6. Probabilistic Risk Assessment

In this section, we describe a Risk as a future event,
i.e. risk involving uncertainty about whether or not
such a loss event will happen in the future.

Probabilistic risk analysis using event chains are
used by the industry today to convey safety and risk
information. In performing a probabilistic risk assess-
ment (PRA), initiating events in the chain are usually
assumed to be mutually exclusive. While this assump-
tion simplifies the mathematics by combining proba-
bilities of individual component failures and mutually
exclusive events, it may not match reality.

In Fig. 7, we represent the likelihood of loss event
and risk as a quality in terms of UFO [47, 48]. In
[21], they differentiate between a Triggering Likeli-
hood, which inheres in a Situation Type and represents
how likely a Situation Type will trigger an Event Type
once a situation of this type becomes a fact, and a
Causal Likelihood that inheres in an Event Type and
represents how likely a specific event e will cause an-
other event type to occur. Risk as a quality should in-
dicate two values in safety. First value is the severity
that depends on the type of loss (e.g. if the loss event
leads to death then the severity value is high, but if it
results in only small damages, the severity value is low
etc.) and the second is the probability or likelihood,
combining probabilities of individual failures in event
model chain.

Regarding STAMP, probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) is not appropriate for systems controlled by
software and by humans making cognitively complex
decisions [56]. There is no effective way to incorpo-
rate management and organizational factors, such as
flaws in the safety culture, into PRA despite many
well-intentioned efforts to do so. As a result, these crit-
ical factors in accidents are often omitted from risk as-
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Fig. 7. Risk Likelihood in STAMP. Adopted and updated from [21].

sessment because analysts do not know how to obtain
a “failure” probability, or alternatively, a number is
pulled out of the air for convenience. The ontological
probabilities are unknown, and we can only study the
probabilities of the existing factors to predict or spec-
ify the ontological probabilities. If we knew enough to
measure these types of design flaws, it would be better
to fix them than to try to measure them. But in a risk
assessment, we analyze many instances of risk expe-
riences, i.e. risk events that happened in the past, and
then measure the likelihood and risk values of these ex-
periences to qualify the Risk in the future. In STAMP,
“Risk and safety may be best understood and com-
municated in ways other than probabilistic risk analy-
sis” [56].

Nevertheless, STAMP does not reject probability
value as a constituent of Risk in general. It only em-
phasizes that in complex systems this value is untrace-
able and for the purpose of achieving practical results
of the Risk analysis, the value needs to be replaced by
other variables, such as mitigation potential [57]. In
this paper, however, we aim to propose formalization
of the base PRA approach and so adhere to the stan-
dard probability inclusion. In future work concerning
the overall STAMP ontology, we will address the need
for offsetting the issues related to Risk assessment in
complex systems, which will be possible by extending
the ontological foundations provided in this work.

7. STAMP Control Loop Hazard Profile Ontology

In this section, we focus on the ontology module
used to describe a STAMP control structure and its
control issues. Additionally, this section verifies the

appropriateness of the proposed ontology w.r.t. the
common control issues identified by the STAMP the-
ory.

Note that, a control structure can be very complex.
For the sake of space, here we focus on a trivial control
structure composed of a single control loop as depicted
in Figure 1. The diagram is composed of three types of
elements, labeled boxes, arrows and control issue la-
bels. We interpret the diagram as follows: The boxes
represent the main components of the control loop la-
beled – controller, sensor, actuator and control-loop.
The arrows represent interaction among main control
loop components. Control issues are represented as la-
bels written inside the boxes and along the arrows.

Subsection 7.1 discusses the ontology of the control
structure elements. In subsection 7.2, we discuss the
STAMP profile of control failures/issues which may
lead to hazardous situations and eventually to an acci-
dent.

7.1. Control Structure Ontology

Figure 8 shows a summary of the STAMP control
structure ontology. The ontology asserts that, a con-
trol structure is a specialization of a control which is
composed of control structure elements. There are two
types of control structure elements, control structure
components and control structure connections repre-
senting the boxes and connections from Figure 1 re-
spectively.

Furthermore, there are three types of connections,
i.e. Feedback, Action and Information control con-
nections. The Feedback control connection describes
which feedback of the controlled process is available
to the controller. The Action control connection de-
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Fig. 8. Summary of the STAMP Control Structure Ontology Module

scribes what are the available controller’s actions. The
last connection, the Information control connection,
describes collaboration communication among con-
trollers. Finally, each of the control structure elements
can be further specified as a control structure allowing
to refine the granularity/detail of the modeled control
system.

The proposed ontology is also grounded in UFO.
Controls and control structure elements are grounded
as UFO objects. The control structure connection is in-
terpreted as a Relator, i.e. a reified material relation-
ship. The relations from- and to-struct-component are
interpreted as the UFO mediates relationship which as-
sociates the related entities with the relator.

Note that, some of the grounding decisions do not
agree with core UFO conceptualization. For example,
the controlled process is interpreted as event type as
well as a UFO object. The contradiction is based on the
assumption that types do not change while objects do.
This grounding decision is based on an extension of
UFO dealing with a multi-level modeling also referred
to as powertypes, [58, 59]. This allows to capture in-
stance nature of types. For example, a process can de-
scribe a type of events which are the executions of that
process. On the other-hand the process itself may have
properties on its own, e.g. what are the activities and
the object roles in the process, how safe is the process
and what are the hazardous situations in the process.

Fig. 9. Situations Composed of Object Snapshost

7.2. STAMP Control Issues

To model correctly the control issues we have to an-
alyze them in terms of the SHRO ontology. We do that
by analyzing the control issue labels. Most of the con-
trol issues labels are composed of two parts, the sub-
ject which “localizes” the control issue and an adjec-
tive specifying the nature of the control issue. The sub-
ject of the control issue refers to either a disposition,
action, state or an object. The adjective in the control
issue label describes different kinds of issues. For ex-
ample, the sensor’s “inadequate operation” has subject
the “operation of the sensor” which is “inadequate”.

We choose to model these issues as properties of the
subject of the control issue. For example, we model the
sensor’s “inadequate operation” as follows. The sensor
is an object which has the disposition to operate. This
disposition has a property “isAdequate”. In case the
sensor operates adequately the value of the property is
true, otherwise its false. The rest of the control issue la-
bels such as “flaws in creation of the algorithm” which
do not follow this pattern can be analyzed similarly.

The STAMP Control Issue Profile ontology module
contains the concepts which resulted from this analy-
sis. Theses concepts can be used to describe different
situations and events associated with the control struc-
ture elements. To demonstrate the usage of the ontol-
ogy module, we first need to introduce how to specify
situations in terms of object snapshots, see 9.

Consider the following abstract accident scenario
which causes a hazardous situation which leads to an
accident. The investigation of the accident concludes
that the controller performs an inadequate control ac-
tion and that this is caused by the inadequate algorithm
of the controller. Using the STAMP ontology modules,
we can model this scenario as depicted in Fig. 10. The
example models a part of the control structure, namely
the connection between the “controller a” and the “ac-
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Fig. 10. Example of an Abstract Accident Scenario Modeled in
STAMP ontology

tuator”. On the left side of the diagram, there is a model
of the situation where the “Controller a” has an inade-
quate control algorithm. Finally, the figure shows how
to model causality using the associations associate and
trigger between the inadequate situation and the “ac-
tion disposition” and the “inadequate action event” re-
spectively.

8. Validation

For validation, we consider the SABiO guidelines
methodology for ontology verification and valida-
tion [22].

8.1. SHRO Verification

To verify our ontology, we answer the constructed
competency questions (CQs) by domain expert that he
used to find the best answers directly from the STAMP
theory [4], then we mapped these answers to the onto-
logical axioms defined before and check the conceptu-
alization of our ontology by highlighting its concepts
and relations in the answers, showing which elements
of the ontology (concepts, relations, properties and ax-
ioms) answer each one of the Competency Questions
(CQs). We highlight only SHRO concepts, we don’t
consider STAMP or UFO concepts. The results are
shown in Tab. 2.

8.2. SHRO Validation

For validation, SABiO suggests that the ontology
should be capable of properly representing real world
situations. Therefore, we instantiated the ontology on

the defined competency questions using the real world
industry example from section 3.1.1, i.e. the helicopter
shot down accident. Then, we tested these instances
in our ontology by mapping between expected Out-
puts and SHRO matching concepts, if they exist. The
selection of instances is done by the domain expert.
Tab. 3 shows the results of the competency questions
instances according to the helicopter shot down acci-
dent. The successful instantiating of SHRO in a real
world situation indicates to the appropriateness of our
proposed ontology as well as to the reference ontol-
ogy. To defend our proposal and prove the appropriate-
ness of our proposed ontology, we create a conceptual
model for the helicopter shot down accident example,
that analyzes the accident based on our ontology con-
cepts. It is depicted in Fig. 11. The example concepts
are in orange color. Moreover, we transfer the previ-
ous constructed competence questions instance to for-
mal representation (SPARQL queries)3 and run these
queries against a RDF4J 4 triple store that include our
SHRO-based data set. Tab. 4 shows results of SPARQL
queries execution.

Finally, the results of the validation were checked by
two domain experts, who confirmed their correctness
in terms of the analyzed running example. The domain
expert was also familiarized with the details of SHRO
and confirmed the added value of the conceptualiza-
tion. One of the main points is that the ontology helps
with hazard analysis (especially hazard identification)
as it better clarifies the concepts of hazard and risk than
available in STAMP or older safety models and meth-
ods. This way, it facilitates application of STAMP with
real scale analyses and reduces the demand for respec-
tive safety expertise needed.

9. Related Work

From the conceptual model perspective, we are not
the first to analyze hazard and risk events. The Com-
mon Ontology of Value and Risk that we have dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.3.2 was used as the base
for this work. It formally characterizes the process of

3common SPARQL prefixes include rdfs: to denote
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#, rdf: to denote
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns, stamp-hazards: to
denote http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/stamp-hazards/, example: to
denote http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/stamp-hazards-examples/,
ufo: to denote http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/ufo/ and stamp: to
denote http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/ontologies/stamp/.

4http://rdf4j.org/
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Table 2
Ontology verification

CQS Answers with highlighting ontology relations and concepts Axioms

CQ1 : What is an accident? Accident is an undesired and unwanted event or an occurrence that
results in a loss of some severity (including loss of human life or in-
jury, property damage, environmental pollution, and so on). Losses re-
sult from different hazards such component failures, disturbances ex-
ternal to the system, interactions among system components, and be-
havior of individual system components that lead to hazardous system
states.

A6

CQ2 : What are the hazards in the controlled
system?

Hazards are system states or set of conditions that, together with a par-
ticular set of worst-case environmental conditions, will lead to an acci-
dent or loss.

A2

CQ3 : How does risk accumulate in the con-
text of a hazard?

The basic STAMP concept is that most major accidents does not re-
sult simply from a unique set of proximal, physical events but from the
migration of the organization to a state of heightened risk over time.

-

CQ4 : What are the hazards of this accident?
(Why a specific accident happens?)

If there is an accident, one or more of the following hazards must
have occurred: (1) the safety constraints were not enforced by the con-
troller, (2) appropriate control actions were provided but not followed.

A6

CQ5 : What is the STAMP failure classifica-
tion?

Classification of accident causal factors starts by examining each of
the basic components of a control loop and determining how their im-
proper operation may contribute to the general types of inadequate
control or hazard. The causal factors in accidents can be divided into
three general categories: (1) the controller operation, (2) the behavior
of actuators and controlled processes, and (3) communication and co-
ordination among controllers and decision makers.

-

CQ6 : Where is the potential for inadequate
control actions (possible control flaws)?

Inadequate control includes cases where (a) the control actions nec-
essary to enforce the associated safety constraint at each level of the
socio-technical control structure for the system were not provided, (b)
the necessary control actions were provided but at the wrong time (too
early or too late) or stopped too soon, (c) unsafe control actions were
provided that caused a violation of the safety constraints.

A7

CQ7: Where can be identified responsibility
for specific risks?

The responsibility for implementing each requirement needs to be as-
signed to the components of the control structure, along with requisite
authority and accountability, as in any management system; controls
must be designed to ensure that the responsibilities can be carried out;
and feedback loops created to assist the controller in maintaining accu-
rate process models.

A4

CQ8: Which objects participate in a specific
occurrence?

Objects participating in a specific occurrence are given by the safety
control structure in place to control the hazard and enforce the safety
constraints. This structure includes the roles and responsibilities of
each component in the structure as well as the controls provided or cre-
ated to execute their responsibilities and the relevant feedback provided
to them to help them do this.

A1

ascribing risk as a particular case of the process of
ascribing value [21]. In [60], a well-founded ontol-
ogy is provided for resources and capabilities mod-
eling in enterprise architecture for ArchiMate. Mod-
eling Enterprise Risk Management and Security with
the ArchiMate Language paper identifies the Enter-
prise Risk Management (ERM) concepts, tests many
standards and frameworks for ERM and security de-
ployment, gathers a set of accepted risk by analyzing a
representative sample of ERM, analyzes their seman-
tics and describes the capabilities of the ArchiMate 2.1

[61]. In [62], the authors analyse the Risk and Secu-
rity Overlay also of the ArchiMate language. Goal-
Risk approach [63] is another related work which rep-
resents a goal-oriented approach for analyzing risks in
term of requirements. In [61], enterprise architecture
of risks by Archimate models is analyzed. In addition,
in our previous work we proposed an aviation safety
ontology that defines the basic concepts from the avi-
ation industry and describes Ramp Error Decision Aid
(REDA) Contributing Factors that cause some specific
accidents [37].
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Fig. 11. Conceptual model of U.S. helicopters shot down accident

Table 3
Ontology validation

CQS Instances Input Expected Output with SHRO matching concept if ex-
ists

CQI1: Who was responsible for visual identification
of unidentified flying objects?(instantiated from CQ7)

visual identification event The lead pilot and his wingman (Risk Enabler)

CQI2: Which objects participated in the event of the
helicopters shot down? (instantiated from CQ8)

helicopters shot down Two F-15 fighter aircraft (interceptors) and two UH-60 he-
licopters (Object at Risk)

CQI3 : How did the risk accumulate since the vi-
sual contact between the fighter aircraft and the heli-
copters? (instantiated from CQ3)

helicopters shot down After the visual contact, the lead fighter pilot conducted
visual identification pass and requested confirmation of
identification from his wingman. This was received in
rather ambiguous way (not confirming visual contact with
enemy helicopters), what was followed by instruction to
disarm missiles and the shot down (Event’s Parts, causes)

CQI4 : What are the factors of this accident? (instan-
tiated from CQ4)

helicopters shot down Many inadequacies have been identified in the safety con-
trol structure (violated safety constraints, inadequate con-
trol actions etc.) at the time of the accident. All the control
issues either directly caused or contributed to the accident
(Hazard).

CQI5 : What were the constraints that are violated by
inadequate control actions hazard? (instantiated from
CQ6)

inadequate control action control action must be on time (Constraint)

Relation to our approach. Although each of the re-
lated works above presents a unique prospective in
a risk analyzing and assessment, none of their ap-
proaches allows for integrating to a systematic model.
In this paper, we analyze risk from the systematic
approach based on foundational ontology (UFO) that
puts concepts into a well-founded conceptual frame-
work, and it should reduce conceptual interoperabil-
ity problems that happen in the domain ontology be-
cause of the inadequacy of the used modeling language
(OWL) in making explicit the underlying ontological
commitments of the conceptualizations concerned. Us-
ing foundational ontology help in (i) representing the

meta-properties of the underlying concepts (ii) pro-

viding solutions to classical and recurrent problems in

conceptual modeling (e.g. the problem of transitivity

of parthood relations, the problem of collapsing single-

tuple and multiple-tuple multiplicity constraints in the

representation of associations, etc.), it allows for the

production of conceptually clean and semantically un-

ambiguous integrated models.
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Table 4
SPARQL Queries validation

CQS SPARQL Answers
CQI1

SELECT DISTINCT ?particioations
WHERE {?particioations
ufo:performs example:visual-identification}

lead pilot, wingman

CQI2

SELECT DISTINCT ?particioations
WHERE {example:helicopters-shot-down
ufo:has_participant ?particioations}

Two F-15 fighter aircraft, two UH-60 heli-
copters

CQI3

SELECT DISTINCT ?parts
WHERE {example:helicopters-shot-down
ufo:has_event-part ?parts}

visual identification event

CQI5

SELECT DISTINCT ?hazards
WHERE {example:helicopters-shot-down
ufo:is_manifestation-of ?hazards}

inadequate control action

CQI4

SELECT DISTINCT ?constraint
WHERE {example:inadequate-control-actions
stamp:violates ?constraint}

control action must be on time

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the ontological
foundation of hazard and risk regarding the System-
Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) in
aviation safety domain as a use case. As a result, we
proposed STAMP hazard risk ontology SHRO which
its implementation could help with creating seman-
tic analyses of safety systems accidents and hazards.
We followed the SABiO approach for identifying the
purpose, eliciting requirements, formalizing, verifying
and validating the ontologies. The proposed ontology
describes loss events in both risk experience and risk
assessment perspectives based on risk value ontology
as a Reference Ontology. Moreover, we implemented
SHRO in formal ontological language OWL which al-

lows creating SPARQL Queries for testing our ontol-
ogy by instantiating the competency questions (CQs)
on realistic examples.

The ontology managed to formalize the concep-
tual foundations of hazards and risks as in STAMP
model. The conceptual foundations facilitate applica-
tion of STAMP-based methods in the aviation indus-
try as they provided more precise definition of hazards
and risks than available in STAMP literature. They can
also serve as the foundation of future STAMP-based
software, not only in the aviation safety management,
but also in other high-risk industries where safety man-
agement is necessary.

There are several limitations of this work. First, the
ontological foundations focus only on the concepts of
hazards and risks in STAMP, avoiding detailed com-
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parison with other safety models and methods. Second
limitation is the ontology validation, which is based
only on simple running example, with no validation
of systemic perspective. All limitations are due to the
robustness of the presented work and will be progres-
sively addressed in future research.

The future research will need to progressively
extend the achieved conceptualization to cover all
STAMP-based concepts, as well as the concepts of
other contemporary safety models and methods (such
as FRAM). It will also be necessary to implement the
ontology into aviation safety management software to
test and validate the achieved results for further im-
provement of the developed ontology.
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